paradox influences.

Setting the scene: the UK automotive industry
In 2016, the UK was the fourth largest
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RECENT MARKET
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE
EUROPEAN AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR

demand for passenger cars remained positive in the EU, with almost
11.7 million new vehicles registered – an increase of 3.7% compared
to the same period last year. With only two exceptions, all of the 31
EU+EFTA countries showed positive growth of light vehicle sales in
the first three quarters of 2017. In relative terms, Lithuania (+18.9%),
In their September forecast update, IHS Markit lifted their euro area Bulgaria (+15.9%) and Poland (13.7%) are among the top performGDP growth projection for 2017 from 2.1% to 2.2%. The 2018 pro- ers, demonstrating the importance of growth in the Central Eastern
jection remained at 1.9%, heralding an overall economic growth European Countries, albeit with a low absolute contribution to overdecline – even excluding the U.K The Brexit vote could affect euro- all volumes. These are mainly driven by Europe’s top five markets –
area activity more significantly, now that the United Kingdom has Germany (2.8m units), the UK (2.4m), France (1.9m), Italy (1.7m) and
begun its exit negotiations with the European Union. These ne- Spain (1.1m). United Kingdom, however, saw a decrease of -3.6%
gotiations could prove difficult and somewhat damage sentiment (-90k units) and Ireland -10.9% (-20k units) respectively. The rapid
in the euro area. At the very least, weaker UK domestic demand is decline in demand across Europe for Diesel-powered vehicles, (new
expected to somewhat dampen euro area exports to the United registrations fell from 50.2% to 46.3%) overstretches the OEMs’ caRecent market developments in the European automotive sector
Kingdom, along with the euro’s relative strength against the pound pability for fast adaptation, and is not yet fully reflected in current
sterling. The International Monetary Fund singled Britain out as a sales and production plans. This situation will most likely lead to
In
their September forecast update, IHS Markit lifted their Eurozone GDP growth projection for 2017
“notable exception” to an improving global economic outlook, as overproduction of diesel vehicles, unused stocks, and increasing
from 2.1% to 2.2%. The 2018 projection remained at 1.9%, heralding an overall economic growth
it confirmed a cut to its long-term forecast for UK growth and said incentives and rebates. Autofacts expects some visible corrections
decline – even excluding the U.K The Brexit vote could affect Eurozone activity more significantly, now
negative effects of Brexit were beginning to show. It reduced the of sales plans and output levels in Q4 and also at the beginning of
that the United Kingdom has begun its exit negotiations with the European Union. These negotiations
UK growth outlook, from an estimated annual growth rate of 2.0 2017. The speed and gravity of structural shifts are not expected to
could
prove difficult and somewhat damage sentiment in the Eurozone. At the very least, weaker UK
per cent in 2017 to 1.7 per cent, while the inflation rate could jump decline very soon, but is rather going to become more challenging
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that, the UK is currently threatened by a hard Brexit, leading to the dampened outlook for the
remainder of the year. This growth forecast is consistent with our expectation of a declining dynamic
of new car registrations in Europe through to 2019. Mainly due to regulations but also induced by
shifts in market demand, the years after 2020 promise to be very good for car buyers, but very
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expensive for vehicle manufacturers and retailers.
Recent market developments in the UK automotive sector
The UK’s new car market is struggling in late 2016. First-time registrations decreased for the fifth
consecutive month in September to 426,170 units, down -9.3% in the yearly comparison. For the first
time in six years, the important September month has fallen. March and September show the highest
registrations due to number plate changes, creating a characteristic cyclicality in annual sales patterns

RECENT MARKET DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UK AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR
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UK ECONOMIC PROSPECTS AFTER BREXIT
The European single market ensures a high degree of economic and regulatory integration. This level of association is
shown in how the automotive industry has strategically set up
its business operations in terms of supply chains, production
sites and distribution networks.
The European Automobile Manufacturers‘ Association (EAMA)
also highlighted that vehicle producers operate almost 300
plants across the continent, often manufacturing components
such as engines in one country and assembling vehicles in
another. These integrated business models would not be possible without the four freedoms of the Single Market. A prime
example of this tight integration is the purchase of parts. According to interviews with vehicle manufacturers and logistics
operators, vehicle assembly in the UK is fully integrated into
Europe‘s just-in-time and just-in-sequence supply networks,
with the Channel not creating any obstacle due to the absence of customs controls and paperwork. If that were to change

even slightly – with transport times becoming either longer or
harder to predict – the entire automotive value chain would
have to be restructured. As the mainstay of automotive suppliers are based on the EU mainland, such a restructuring
would mostly lead to a reduction of assembly in the UK, while
monetary impacts – such as taxes, levies and customs – could
be compensated by either changes in exchange rates or increased efficiency in operational processes. The EAMA reported that in 2016, the UK imported 14.1 million auto parts and
components, worth €11.6 billion, from the EU27 – representing 80% of the value of the UK’s total parts and accessories
imports. At the same time, the United Kingdom exported 21.6
million auto parts and components to the EU27, with a total
value of €3.9 billion (or 70% of the UK’s global parts and accessories exports value). In the light of the EAMA‘s report, any
changes to the deep economic and regulatory integration
between the EU and the United Kingdom would most certainly have an adverse impact on automobile manufacturers with

extreme scenario, but should be considered as an option for any in
assembly line.

The main factor dampening such a drastic development – aside from th
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would induce – is the still-relevant size of the UK domestic market, w
from factories on the EU mainland. If the export and import of parts an
the mainland should get increasingly difficult or costly, in a firs mo
increase the number of vehicles produced for local consumption, rathe
loss of market share. This may create some inefficiencies due to highe
but would help to isolate the UK industry from some of the adverse effe
operations in the EU and/or the UK, as shown in our forecast
below. (ACEA, 2017) As an illustration of the likely ease and
speed of re-locating vehicle assembly from the UK to the EU
mainland, we have composed the chart below based on Autofacts’ detailed analysis and forecast of vehicle production.
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SUMMARY
The automotive assembly sector in the UK is highly dependent
on its interconnection with the European supply parts markets,
and will suffer more strongly from any administrative impediments than from financial hurdles emanating from the Brexit
process. The sizeable local-market demand for new cars and the
highly efficient and powerful automotive retail sector provide
some dampening influence on possible rash decisions to be
taken by automotive manufacturers, as products and factories
require constant renewal and maintenance for the continuation
of their operation.
With growing uncertainty concerning the terms of trade as well
as exchange rate relations, other near-shore assembly locations
around the European market (namely Turkey, Morocco, Algeria,

Portugal, and of course the highly dynamic Central European
countries) are upping their game to attract new investments by
vehicle assemblers and component suppliers.
With this new competition in mind, we believe that it is high
time to offer a clear perspective for the automotive assembly
sector, as ongoing investment decisions cannot be delayed any
further – and growing efficiency pressures with vehicle manufacturers may find a welcome excuse in the external uncertainties to target any UK operations with increased scrutiny. All that
said – speed in creating a clear perspective is of the essence!
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